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lockheed martin has implemented many new features and updates for already existing
features. prepar3d v5 now uses a brand-new rendering engine built on directx 12. in

addition they have intergrated turesky, nvidia waveworks 2.0 middelware, refreshed the
entire globe, included sloped runway capabilities, and added additional aircrafts,
landmarks, wildlife and more. there is so much to get excited about. further they

improved over 24,000 airports on the globe via updated airport and land class textures as
well as new pbr textures for runways, taxiways and taxiway signs. added sloped runway
support including ai takeoff and landing capabilities. updated time zones to match real-
world boundaries. updated user interface design. an much much more are you prepar3d
training meets reality with lockheed martins prepar3dsimulation software. private pilots,

commercial organizations, militaries, and academia rely on prepar3d for immersive,
experiential learning. p3d is a visual simulation platform that allows users to create
training scenarios across aviation, maritime, and ground domains. users can train

anywhere in the virtual world, from underwater to sub orbital space. in this post we are
going to create two new projects; football and beach. football is a sports-themed game

that will be used to demonstrate a variety of features in the sdk. beach is the home of the
beach huts that can be placed on the surface of the water. the beach game consists of a
combination of 2d and 3d objects. getting started with the football project is very simple.

at the sdk home, click create new project. enter the name of your project, and select
football as the project type. this will create a folder for your project inside the project/

folder of your sdk installation. you should now be able to edit your football project.
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